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Abstract. Non-cash payments are intensively growing in the payment market. Therefore modern electronic systems of

interbank payments are introduced to satisfy this need. The substantial renewal of the payment system was prompted for

the implementation of the new banking technologies and aimed at increasing fund turnover as well as complying with

the requirements applied in regard of payment systems. Such a system change is a topical theme of discussion on the

simulation and analysis of systems of such kind.The article analyses the opportunities for simulating the interbank

payment system and presents a model of interbank payments flow. The model is constructed on the analysis of real flow

of payments in the payment system.
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1. Introduction

Active introduction of the means of electronic data trans-

fer in banking and concentration of a great part of settle-

ments at the centres of interbank payments were related

with creation of the automated systems of the clearing. The

main purpose of such systems is to warrant a fast and ratio-

nal turn-over of settlements to balance payments and to re-

duce the movement of money supply. The systems of pay-

ments can be divided into systems of discrete clearing and

real-time systems. In the systems of the discrete clearing

the payments are executed in the regular intervals of time.

In real-time systems payments are executed continuously.

Non-cash payments are growing in the market of payments.

This creates a need to execute real-time payments. To sat-

isfy this need modern information technologies and elec-

tronic systems of interbank payments are introduced.

Recently non-cash payments are growing in the market

of payments of Lithuania. In 2005, the Clearinghouse of

the Bank of Lithuania*  processed 17.3 per cent of all non-

cash domestic payments in the country. The Clearinghouse

processed 18.46 million of payment calls at a cost of

228 billion litas. Compared to 2004, the volume of pay-

ment transactions was growing by 18.7 per cent and their

value went up by 19.4 per cent. The share of very small

value payment transactions was growing gradually and in

2005 made up 88.3 per cent of total payments. The Bank of

Lithuania designed and implemented a new real-time pay-

ment system LITAS which replaced the discrete clearing

payment system TARPBANK that has been operating since

1993. A substantial renewal of the payment system in

Lithuania was prompted by implementation of the new

banking technologies and aimed at increasing funds turn-

over and complying with the requirements applied in re-

gard of payment systems in the European Union. After

implementation of the new real-time payment system, the

value of processed payment calls in this system was gradu-

ally growing.

Malfunctions in the systems of interbank payments can

destroy the payment between the subjects of the market,

influence the needs of management for liquidity and create

threat to stability of money. It is especially sharp with the

growth of real time payments. Opportunities of modelling

of various situations of the market of payments are widely

discussed with a view to avoid similar situations in the world

practice (i.e., simulation of a system by applying BoF-PSS

(Bank of Finland Payment and Settlement Simulator)). We
* In the article the Payment Systems Department of the Bank of

Lithuania is called the Clearinghouse of the Bank of Lithuania.
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didn’t manage to find a similar research, analyzing the situ-

ation in the market of payments of Lithuania. Therefore, in

this article, we survey the payment system of the Clearing-

house of the Bank of Lithuania and an opportunity of mod-

elling the system by applying BoF-PSS.

Topicality. Usage of new technologies in this field, the

growth of very small payments, and the trend of interbank

payments flow in the system of settlements, scarcity of the

research on modelling Lithuanian interbank payments make

this subject of investigation topical both in theory and in

practice.

The Object of investigation of this article is the pay-

ment and settlement system and simulation of interbank

payments flow.

The Objective of the article is to investigate and sur-

vey the system of interbank payments and settlements, ana-

lyze the possibility of simulating the interbank payment

system by BoF-PSS (Bank of Finland Payment and Settle-

ment Simulator) and present a stochastic model of inter-

bank payments flow.

The Methods of the article are the systematic analysis

of literature, practical analysis of the Payment and Settle-

ment Simulator BoF-PSS, analysis of real flow of payments

in the payment system LITAS and modelling of interbank

payments flow.

2. Interbank payment system

2.1. Participation in the Payment System

Payment systems may be grouped into retail or large-

value payment systems and private or public systems de-

pending on the application. This distinction has been im-

portant because of the different risks involved and differ-

ences in service speed and efficiency. Most retail payment

systems are currently settled on a net basis using very simple

algorithms. In these systems, the liquidity impact and settle-

ment risks are generally low and therefore no sophisticated

liquidity and risk management tools are warranted. The

opposite is true for large-value payment systems, which

often contain sophisticated risk and liquidity management

features [1]. The settlement institution is the institution

across whose books transfers between participants take

place to achieve settlement within the settlement system

[2]. The central bank is mostly the principal settlement in-

stitution in domestic payment systems. The settlement as-

set in such systems is central bank money. For large value

payments, the most common settlement asset is central bank

money [3].

The payment system is designed to process applications

in real time and at a designated time. In Lithuania the Bank

of Lithuania is the owner and operator of the system. Settle-

ments are carried out in the national currency litas.

The payment system processes all kinds of interbank

and customer payments regardless of their value. The sys-

tem also settles payments arising from the Bank of

Lithuania’s own transactions with participants. Addition-

ally, the payment system provides cash leg of securities

transactions in real time following the delivery versus the

payment principle. It also establishes conditions for other

payment systems to perform settlements through the ac-

counts of their participants with the Bank of Lithuania and

provides a possibility to perform not only credit transfers,

but also debit transfers.

The payment system is regulated by the Rules of Op-

eration of the Payment System and bilateral bank account

agreements between the Bank of Lithuania and system par-

ticipants.

In addition to the Bank of Lithuania, the system is open

to banks that have a banking licence issued by the Bank of

Lithuania and foreign bank branches that have a permission

of the Bank of Lithuania to operate in the country, Central

Securities Depository of Lithuania, brokerage companies,

Central Credit Union of Lithuania and clearing houses reg-

istered in the Republic of Lithuania. A credit institution of

a state located in the European economic area and, on the

decision of the Board of the Bank of Lithuania, a financial

or clearing institution of such state may also join the system.

The detailed list of participants of the payment system is

presented in the Official List of Systems [4].

The system is designed for the following goals [4]:

• to process payment instructions of system partici-

pants by performing real time gross settlements

(RTGS) and designated time settlements (DTS);

• to warrant the processing of payment instructions

for securities transactions according to the delivery

versus the payment principle jointly with the Secu-

rities Settlement System;

• to fulfil the functions of information exchange be-

tween system participants.

The operation of the system is based on the principles

of stability, efficiency, security, and open access.

The system operator must grant the opportunity for a

payment participant to submit payment instructions of other

system participants to the system on the basis of a docu-

ment presented by the payment participant confirming his

right to submit payment instructions of other participants.

The system operator presents the following technical

documentation to the persons that submitted an application

to participate in the system: requirements and recommen-

dations with regard to information systems of system par-

ticipants and the system software and hardware of connect-

ing stations, descriptions of application structures, descrip-

tions of the information exchange flows, list of instructions

for changing payment instructions and their processing con-

ditions, and the list of succession and user manual [4].
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A system participant has the following rights [4]:

• to submit payment instructions to the system for

performing RTGS and/or DTS;

• to submit instructions to the system to change the

settlement conditions of application submitted ear-

lier and not yet entered into the system;

• to change the priority of applications for making

credit transfer and to revoke an application;

• to receive real-time information on the settlement

of applications submitted to the system by other par-

ticipants where it is indicated as a beneficiary;

• to monitor the latest information on its payment in-

structions submitted to the system and its settlement

account (accounts);

• to receive the end-of-day reports: information on the

settlement results of its applications, the settlement

of applications affecting the change of the balance

in the settlement account and the final balance of its

settlement account;

• to receive information from the system operator on

the fee calculated for the settlement of applications

in the system. On ascertaining an error in the calcu-

lation of the amount of the fee, to request its correc-

tion.

A system participant has the following responsibili-

ties [4]:

• to comply with the Bank of Lithuania legal acts regu-

lating settlements, organisation of the internal con-

trol of the bank and electronic certification;

• to manage the operational risk of its information

systems related to the system;

• to ensure the functioning of organisational, hardware

and software facilities of the interface with the sys-

tem;

• a payment participant must submit a document to

the system operator in advance confirming his right

to submit applications for transferring the funds of

other participants, and the list of system participants

that granted this right.

2.2. System Operation

The system is open on each business day established in

the Republic of Lithuania. The system starts receiving ap-

plications from 7:45 a.m. The submission of ordinary ap-

plications ends at 3:00 p.m., while the submission of ur-

gent applications ends at 4:00 p.m. At 4:30 p.m. the end-of-

day procedure starts. Information exchange between the

system participants and the system is performed by means

of electronic messages signed by a digital signature. An

application submitted to the system is entered into the pay-

ment queue and stays in it until the moment of entry into

the system. The moment of entry into the system is the be-

ginning of the settlement of an application. A system par-

ticipant, the operator or a third party may not revoke the

application entered into the system. The application is

treated as settled, when the funds are credited into the settle-

ment account of the beneficiary.

An urgent payment instruction is processed in real time

if the participant has sufficient funds for settling the appli-

cation. If the participant is scant of funds, urgent applica-

tions are entered into the queue.

Every 20 minutes the system performs the optimisation

procedure during which those applications are selected from

the queue the netting of which shows that there are suffi-

cient funds for settling these applications.

Unexceptional payment instructions are processed four

times per day: at 9:00 a.m., 12:00 a.m., 3:00 p.m. and 4:00

p.m.. Until recent time unexceptional payment instructions

have been carried out three times pass. It shows the move-

ment of the whole system to payments of real time.

Information is exchanged between the system partici-

pants and the system by means of electronic messages. A

digital signature is used to sign:

• application messages and those including instruc-

tions to change the settlement conditions;

• messages including the processing results of pay-

ment instructions and those including the process-

ing results of instructions to change the settlement

conditions of payment instructions;

• messages of the end-of-day reports.

System participants submitting applications to the sys-

tem assign their priority according to the priority values

described in the technical documentation of the system.

A payment instruction submitted to the system is vali-

dated by the system, if its structure conforms to the mes-

sage structure requirements described in the technical docu-

mentation of the system. Otherwise, the application is re-

jected and the system participant who has submitted the

application is notified about the reason of rejection.

An application validated by the system is placed into

the payment queue, if its settlement conditions are fulfilled.

An application stays in the queue until the moment of its

entry into the system, i.e., the moment when the system

establishes that available funds are sufficient for settling

the application and the processing of the application is

started immediately by transferring the funds indicated in

it from the settlement account of the payer to the settlement

account of the beneficiary.

Neither a system participant, nor its operator or a third

party may revoke an application entered into the system.

During the processing of applications the settlement

account of a system participant is credited with the funds

indicated in the application of another system participant

or the balance of this account is debited with the amount of

funds indicated in the application to be transferred to an-

other system participant. The application is recognised as
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settled, when the funds are credited into the settlement ac-

count of the beneficiary. After settling the application, the

system notifies the payer, the beneficiary and the payment

participant about it, if the application was submitted by him.

Processing payment instructions in real time and im-

mediately transferring their settlement results to the Secu-

rities Settlement System ensure the processing of applica-

tions for settling securities transactions based on the deliv-

ery versus payment principle.

The processing of applications is completed by the end-

of-day procedure during which the following actions are

performed in sequence:

• the optimisation procedure is applied to all the ap-

plications in the payment queue;

• after the optimisation procedure all the remaining

applications where available funds are sufficient for

settlement are settled in sequence and the ones where

available funds are insufficient are omitted.

• applications that remain not executed due to the lack

of available funds are removed from the payment

queue and the system participant who submitted the

application is notified about it;

• the end-of-day reports are prepared and submitted

to the system participants.

In order to manage the operational risk of the system,

the system operator sets system security requirements, plans

and implements respective security measures, assesses the

system security situation and determines the residual risk.

The payment system payment costs are based on the

principles of full costs coverage, transparency and equal

rights of system participants.

3. Settlement balance

The value of iδ  is called as the net balance of bank i.

The net balance of bank i is the total sum of money that

other banks send to bank i minus the total sum of money

that bank i sends to other banks [5].
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Denote by n the number of banks that are participants

of the clearing system. Further we use the term “payment”

instead of “payment order” for the simplicity. For

nji ,...,1, = , let ijl  be the number of payments from bank i

to bank j. Clearly, ji ≠  in all the cases where we are con-

sidering a pair of banks i and j, so further we do not men-

tion it. Denote by 
k
ijp  the sum of the kth payment from

bank i to bank j, }{ ijlk ,...,1∈ , and by id  the sum of the

covering money deposited by bank i. Introduce a variable

}{ 1,0∈
k
ijX , nji ,...,1, = , ijlk ,...,1= . Here 1=

k
ijX  de-

notes that the kth payment from bank i to bank j is included

in the set of settled payments. Respectively, 0=
k
ijX  means

that the payment is not included in the set.

Available funds id  are the funds available in the settle-

ment accounts of a system participant held with the Bank

of Lithuania required for settling a request, when applying

the funds usage restrictions set to the system participant, if

any. The Central bank or clearing houses install the avail-

able funds id , to guarantee the fulfilment of payments and

stability of banks.

4. Abilities of the Payment and Settlement simulator

BoF-PSS

The BoF-PSS is the Payment and Settlement System

simulator of the Bank of Finland. The BoF-PSS structure

contains three main subsystems [6]:

• Input generation subsystem;

• Simulation execution subsystem;

• Output analysing subsystem.

The input generation subsystem includes means to im-

port and validate transaction data, participant data, as well

as data on daily account balances and credit limits. The

main importer’s task is to check that the input data were

formally valid and then transfer them into system database

structures.

The simulation execution subsystem includes means for

configuring and running simulations. It also contains the

actual simulation and settlement logic. It keeps a log of all

events and bookings and makes reports and statistics on

simulation runs.

The output analysing subsystem has the functionality

for reporting basic statistics on the common result param-

eters. The output database contains raw data for the book-

ing order of transactions and balances of settlement ac-

counts. The input database contains the transaction flow,

while the output database contains the settlement flow, i.e.

settlement order and timing of submitted transactions.

The BoF-PSS2 software supports a great variety of gen-

eral system structures. It can model most payment and settle-

ment structures and processes found in real systems.

The simulator supports real-time gross settlement

(RTGS), continuous net settlement (CNS) and deferred net

settlement (DNS) systems. The processing options for these

systems are defined by selecting appropriate algorithms.

For example, QUE algorithms define how transactions are

released from queues, while PNS algorithms define when

and how a partial net settlement of queued transactions will

be invoked.

The simulator also has multi-system capabilities,

whereby a large number of interacting systems can be in-

cluded in the same simulation. When transactions occur

between systems, they are booked in separate intersystem
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accounts. There are two types of intersystem transactions:

straightforward participant-to-participant transactions or

system invoked injection or settlement transactions between

the main and ancillary system. In the straightforward case,

the sending system’s transaction data include a reference

to a receiving participant in another system. In ancillary

systems it is possible to define the end-of-day settlement

system and accounts for each participant. Intraday injec-

tions may also be defined. These transfer relate liquidity

between the main and ancillary system during the day ac-

cording to participant needs.

Typical interacting system scenarios include [6]:

• several independent RTGS systems constituting a

network of systems;

• a domestic payment system environment consisting

of the RTGS system and ancillary systems;

• RTGS system settlement between the RTGS and

securities settlement system.

The simulator also supports multi-currency and multi-

asset processing, which allows simulation of international

payment systems and securities settlement systems. Assets

are treated as book-entry currencies. Payment-versus-pay-

ment (PVP) and delivery-versus-payment (DVP) process-

ing are supported. DVP/PVP transaction pairs should be

connected via a DVP/PVP-link code. In addition to single

intra-system DVP/PVP processing in RTGS or deferred net

settlement mode, the simulator also supports RTGS DVP/

PVP settlement between real-time systems.

The focal output factors in simulations are typically the

counterparty risk and overall risk, liquidity consumption,

settlement volumes, gridlock situations and queuing time.

In what-if simulations, the input parameters are modified

to distinguish effects on output factors. The following in-

put parameters are often used or modified in simulations:

• input transaction flow;

• available liquidity;

• credit limit/debit cap restrictions;

• queuing and netting processes;

• participant behavior;

• new settlement procedures;

• structural changes;

• changes in participant structure;

• new intersystem processes.

Liquidity is introduced into simulations either by defin-

ing daily opening balances and/or intraday credit limits.

Liquidity can also be introduced via repotransactions and

there are more alternatives available: introducing only the

money legs between the participants and the central bank

account, introducing the money legs in the RTGS system and

the asset legs in a separate securities settlement system in

DVP mode or having a special collateral account (monetary

value only) in the RTGS or securities settlement system.

Participant level risk management features can also be

directly introduced in simulations by using bilateral limits

(bilateral debit caps). These can be defined at bilateral and

also at multilateral level separately from other liquidity ar-

rangements.

Simulations may use available data from current sys-

tems or fictional, but representative, data.

The available algorithms are divided into the following

main groups:

• Submission algorithms (SUB) fetch the next trans-

action to be submitted for processing.

• Entry algorithms (ENT) perform the initial process-

ing of each transaction.

• Settlement algorithms (SET) process queued trans-

actions.

• End-of-day algorithms (END) process the final steps

during a day or settlement cycle.

The submission algorithm is only available at the simu-

lation level. For each simulation, a submission algorithm

must be selected. Its task is to determine which transaction

is next to be processed from all the pending transactions in

all systems. All the other algorithms are specified at the

system level. It can be thought of as the process in which

the bank decides, which is the next transaction to be sub-

mitted for processing to any of the systems in the simula-

tion. This is the algorithm to modify if new behavioural

patterns for banks are introduced.

The other main algorithms are assigned at the system

level. For example, RTGS and net-settlement system can

use different entry-algorithms in the same simulation. For

each system, the entry (ENT) and end-of-day (END) algo-

rithms must be specified. The settlement algorithm is op-

tional.

The following sub-algorithms can be used with ENT

entry algorithms:

• Splitting algorithms (SPL) split a large transaction

into sub-transactions according to specific rules.

• Injection algorithms (INJ) transfer liquidity between

the ancillary and main systems.

The following sub-algorithms can be used with SET

settlement algorithms:

• Queue release algorithms (QUE) check and fetch

transactions from the waiting queue in the given

order once an account or participant has received

more liquidity.

• Splitting algorithms (SPL) split transactions into

smaller sub-transactions.

• Injection algorithms (INJ) transfer liquidity between

the ancillary and main systems.

• Bilateral off-setting (BOS) checks and fetches trans-

actions from the waiting queues that can be bilater-

ally off-set.

• Partial netting algorithms (PNS) seek to settle part

of the queued transactions.
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• Multilateral netting algorithms (MNS) attempt to

settle all the queued transactions in one netting event.

For each payment and settlement system, there can only

be one specific sub-algorithm defined of each category in

the current ENT and SET algorithms. This means that the

main algorithms will use the same splitting and injection

algorithms, if these are defined. The order in which the sub-

algorithms are set in the simulator control data specifica-

tions is important because sub-algorithms are called from

the main algorithms in the order they were set.

The specific algorithms are attached to the specified

payment and settlement systems on the System control data

specification/modification screen. The required parameter

values are given at the same time as a parameter string. The

basic controls are made for the parameters, but it is essen-

tial that users be cautious when introducing the parameters.

Any user-defined modules must be introduced to the sys-

tem by stating the initial specifications on the User module

definition screen. Thereafter, it is possible to invoke them

on the System control data specification/modification screen

in the same way as the originally provided modules and

algorithms.

BoF-PSS simulates with the given data but itself does

not generate a stochastic flow of applications. Therefore,

in the next chapter we present the stochastic model of in-

terbank payments flow based on the data of the Bank of

Lithuania.

5. Simulation of the applications flows of the

participants of the Payment and Settlement system

We simulate payments flow of the interbank payment

and settlement system. The system consists of 11 partici-

pants, (A, B, C, ..., K) who execute payments between them-

selves. The participants send applications to the payment

and settlement system. An application is described in the

system by the name of a sender, name of the addressee,

time of delivery of the application, and the volume of the

applications. The frequency of delivery, the volume and flow

of payments are random. During simulation the following

real data from the payment and settlement systems were

used: the number of participants of the payment and settle-

ment system, time of delivery of the applications, volume

of the applications, and flow of applications. The data were

presented by the Bank of Lithuania. The bank has presented

the data of two different labour days of the system: a typi-

cal day and a critical day. The data of a typical day have

made up 74 637 applications of 11 participants of the Pay-

ment and Settlement System. The data of a critical day have

amounted to 186131 applications. Applying the BoF-PSS

simulator, with the data given by the Bank of Lithuania, the

Payment and Settlement systems were simulated and the

initial parameters for simulation of flow of payments ob-

tained. The mentioned simulations have shown that the flow

of applications of the participants of the Payment and Settle-

ment system is distributed lognormally. The matrix was also

constructed which reflects bilateral flows of applications

of the participants of the system:

0

0

0

0

…

…………

…

…

…

KBKA

BKBA

AKAB

ppK

ppB

ppA

KBA

(2)

as well as the rates of applications ( )KCBA λλλλ=λ ,...,,, ,

averages ( )KCBA µµµµ=µ ,...,,,  and standard deviation s

( ) .,...,,, KCBA σσσσ=σ   Accordingly to the obtained data

we generate time it  of flow of applications of each partici-

pant by the principle of a normal log, applying such a for-

mula iii tt τ+=
−1 , where 

( )
λ
ζ−

=τ
ln

i , ζ  is uniformly ran-

dom and λ  is rate of applications. Then the sum of appli-

cations of the agent iX  is found by the formula:

( )η⋅σ+µ= expiX , (3)

where µ  is the average of the amount of applications, σ  is

the standard deviation from a normal log of the sum of ap-

plications.

6. Conclusions

The growth of non-cash payments, the need to execute

real-time payments gives rise to requirements to electronic

systems of interbank clearing. The banks attempting to es-

cape ineffective consumption of circulating assets should

simulate possible cost of the transactions with a view to

maximize the future profit. In this situation it is especially

important to select the optimal thresholds of the clearing

accounts. The exaggerated limits of the clearing accounts

are increased by the costs of transaction. Insufficient limits

of the clearing accounts can not satisfy the credit obliga-

tions and destabilize interbank payments. Simulators, such

as Bof-PSS, can help in the analysis of systems, such as

interbank Payment and Settlement Systems. By means of a

simulator it is possible to change the parameters and ob-

serve changes in the system repeating simulation. Using

the presented model of generation of applications flow we

can facilitate the analysis of payment systems, applying

imitating simulation.
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BANKINIŲ ATSISKAITYMŲ MODELIAVIMAS

D. Bakšys ir L. Sakalauskas

Santrauka

Bankinių mokėjimų kiekio didėjimas, augantis poreikis atlikti mokėjimus realaus laiko režimu kelia papildomų reikalavimų bankinių

atsiskaitymų sistemoms. Straipsnio tyrimo objektas – bankinių atsiskaitymų sistema ir perduodamų sistemai paraiškų srauto modeliavimas,

tikslas – atskleisti bankinių atsiskaitymų imitatoriaus BoF-PSS taikymo galimybes, nagrinėjant bankinių atsiskaitymų sistemas, bei

pateikti stochastinį bankinių atsiskaitymų paraiškų imitavimo modelį. Bankai, siekdami kuo efektyviau naudoti savo aktyvus ir ateityje

minimizuoti su atsiskaitymais susijusias sąnaudas bei maksimizuoti pelną, yra priversti modeliuoti atsiskaitymus. Tokioje situacijoje

ypač svarbu parinkti tinkamus korespondentinių sąskaitų likučius ir numatyti jų kaitą atsiskaitymų metu. Per didelis korespondentinių

sąskaitų likutis gali lemti neefektyvų aktyvų naudojimą ir sumažinti galimas pajamas. Nepakankamas korespondentinių sąskaitų likutis

gali nepatenkinti įsipareigojimų įvykdymo ir destabilizuoti bankinių atsiskaitymų sistemos darbą. Straipsnyje analizuojamas BoF-PSS
bankinių atsiskaitymų imitatorius gali padėti spręsti šias problemas. Imitatorius suteikia galimybę keisti nagrinėjamos atsiskaitymų

sistemos parametrus ir stebėti sistemos elgseną, dėl to sudaromos galimybės parinkti optimalius parametrus. Straipsnyje siūlomas

atsiskaitymų srauto imitavimo modelis palengvintų stochastinį atsiskaitymų sistemos modeliavimą ir sudarytų sąlygas nenaudoti realių

atsiskaitymų duomenų.

Reikšminiai žodžiai: bankiniai mokėjimai, atsiskaitymai, mokėjimų srautas, bankinių mokėjimų modeliavimas.
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